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Time-reversal of cross-polarization in nuclear magnetic resonance
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It is demonstrated that the time evolution of the heteronuclear polarization-transfer process in a
dipolar-coupled nuclear spin system can be reversed, leading to the observation of cross-polarization
echoes. The cross-polarization echoes are induced by consecutive application of two pulse trains
that produce effective Hamiltonians that differ only in sign. Cross-polarization echoes have been
recorded for a powder sample of alanine. The time evolution of the spin system is consistent with
both unitary quantum dynamics and with spin thermodynamics of two systems approaching a
common spin temperature. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!01923-0#
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Cross polarization in the rotating frame1,2 is widely used
in nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy~NMR! to en-
hance the spin polarization of nuclei with low magnetogy
ratios in solids. The transfer of polarization between t
nuclear spin species is accomplished by the simultane
irradiation with two resonant radio-frequency~rf! fields. Op-
timum transfer is achieved for equal nutation frequenc
about the applied rf fields, known as the ‘‘Hartmann–Ha
condition.’’1

Despite its deterministic quantum-mechanical natu
cross polarization is often viewed in the context of ‘‘pola
ization flow’’ between two spin subsystems,I andS, which
are in thermodynamic equilibrium.1–5 At the Hartmann–
Hahn condition, the spins are in efficient thermal contact
that they can exchange polarization. After a timet@TIS ,
whereTIS denotes the cross-polarization time constant,1,2 the
total spin system~I and Sspins! reaches the thermodynam
equilibrium characterized by a common temperature of
two spin subsystems~see Fig. 1!. This phenomenologica
thermodynamic treatment underlies the spin-tempera
hypothesis6 which assumes an exponential and irreversi
polarization-transfer process.1,2,6,7In most solid spin system
with an intricate dipolar coupling network a simple expone
tial transfer process is indeed experimentally observed3 and a
subsequent evolution of the spin system is consistent wi
canonical equilibrium density operator.

In this communication, however, we demonstrate t
the deterministic nature of the cross-polarization process
comes apparent upon stimulating an echo that restores
initial quantum-statistical state of the spin system. This
periment, which involves a ‘‘cross-polarization echo,’’ em
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phasizes that Hartmann–Hahn cross polarization is a uni
process conserving quantum-statistical entropy, despite
experimental fact that in many cases its thermodynamic
scription is still adequate and explains the time evolution
the polarization observables when approaching the qu
equilibrium state.

It should be noticed that echo phenomena in hom
nuclear spin systems are well known in NMR.8–15 In particu-
lar the homonuclear polarization echo experiment12 is
closely related to the cp-echo experiment: Exploiting the f
that the truncated dipolar Hamiltonians in the rotating a
laboratory frames have opposite signs,4,10 it was shown that
the spatial spread of an initially localized polarization, oft
described as an incoherent spin-diffusion process,16–18 can

il:

FIG. 1. Simple thermodynamic description of cross polarization at
Hartmann–Hahn condition~Refs. 1–3!. The I andS spin ‘‘reservoirs’’ are
characterized by their inverse spin temperaturesbR5\/(kBTR), wherekB

denotes the Boltzmann constant andTR is the spin temperature of the res
ervoir characterizing the distribution of populations. If the Hartmann–Ha
condition is fulfilledbR can be obtained from the projection of the quantum
mechanical density operators onto the Zeeman reservoir Hamiltonian
~Ref. 3!. The cross-polarization dynamics is described by three time c
stants:TIS characterizes the flow of polarization between the two spin r
ervoirs;T1r

I andT1r
S describe the interaction of the spins with the lattice

its inverse temperaturebL . The thermodynamic description is adequate a
the spin-temperature hypothesis is fulfilled~Ref. 6! if the coherences decay
quickly during the polarization transfer process.
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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be time reversed. More recently, an echo experiment of
homonuclear spin-diffusion process under rapid sample s
ning has been demonstrated by reorienting the angle of
sample rotation axis.15

The echo phenomenon described in this work diff
from the above mentioned experiments that in order to
verse the cross-polarization process it is necessary to in
the complete system Hamiltonian, i.e., the heteronuclear
polar interactions and bothS-spin andI -spin homonuclear
dipolar interactions. This condition is tantamount to the
versal of heat flow between two systems and is consider
more demanding than the case of pure homonuclear inte
tions.

We consider a static solid containing two nuclear s
species,I (1H) and S (13C). The spin Hamiltonian, active
during both cross-polarization periodst1 andt2 ~see Fig. 2!,
can be written in the high-field approximation in a doub
rotating frame3 as

H5H II 1HSS1H IS1H rf , ~1!

where

H II 5(
i , j

v II
i j
•~3I izI jz2I i–I j !,

HSS5(
i , j

vSS
i j
•~3SizSjz2Si–Sj !, ~2!

H IS5(
i , j

v IS
i j
•2I izSjz .

Here, v II
i j and vSS

i j are the orientation-dependent hom
nuclear dipolar couplings among theI spins and theS spins
and v IS

i j is the orientation-dependent heteronuclear dipo
coupling. The dipolar coupling frequencies are defined
vab

i j 52(m0/4p)(gagb\/r i j
3 )P2(cosqij), whereP2(cosqij)

is the second-order Legendre polynomial.19 The rf-field part
of the Hamiltonian is given by

Hrf5(
j

~v1I I jx1D I I jz!1(
j

~v1SSjx1DSSjz!, ~3!

FIG. 2. Radio-frequency pulse sequence for refocusing Hartmann–H
cross polarization under static conditions. Duringt1 the I spins are irradi-
ated on-resonance while theS spins are irradiated off-resonance such th
uS535.26°. Duringt2 off-resonance irradiation is performed on theI spins
with u I535.26°. The two pulses in betweent1 and t2 rotate theIS spin
density operator into the appropriate frame. The orientation of the co
sponding effective spin-lock fields with respect to the static magnetic fi
(z axis! are also indicated at the bottom of the figure. TheS spin signal is
acquired duringt2 under resonantI spin decoupling.
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whereD I andDS are the carrier frequency offsets fromv0I

andv0S which only differ from zero during ‘‘off-resonance’
irradiation periods~see Fig. 2! while v1I and v1S are the
amplitudes of the rf-irradiation fields. Scalar couplings
well as chemical-shielding terms have been ignored for s
plicity. The orientational dependence of the dipolar Hamil
nians of Eq.~2! is generated by the truncation of the isotr
pic dipolar Hamiltonian with respect to the domina
Zeeman interaction, retaining only terms commuting w
( i I iz .

Strong rf irradiation on both spin species,uv1I u
@uv II

i j u,uv IS
i j u anduv1Su@uvSS

i j u,uv IS
i j u, with the effective-field

direction along an axis inclined by an angleu1

5tan21(v1I /DI) anduS5tan21(v1S/DS) from the direction of
the static magnetic field leads to a second truncation of
dipolar interaction this time with respect to the effecti
field. Neglecting all nonsecular terms, this leads to
interaction-frame Hamiltonian

H 5P2~cosu I !•H II 1P2~cosuS!•HSS

1cosu I cosuS•H IS

1sin u I sin uS•(
i , j

v IS
i j
•~ I ixSjx1I iySjy!. ~4!

The Hamiltonian of Eq.~4! reflects the well-known transfor
mation properties of irreducible tensors of rank two.3,4 It can
easily be verified that for the specific choice of anglesu I

(1)

5190°,u I
(2)5135.26°, uS

(1)5135.26°, and uS
(2)5290°

during the two consecutive cross-polarization time perio
t1 and t2 in Fig. 2, the truncated Hamiltonian of Eq.~4!
satisfiesH (1)52H (2), and a cross-polarization echo is in
duced fort15t2. Obviously, an echo can also be forme
with other combinations of anglesu I anduS .20

The rf pulses, sandwiched betweent1 and t2 and de-
noted as black bars in Fig. 2, rotate theIS spin density op-
erator into its effective frame. Since the initialp/2 pulse is
applied to the abundant proton spins (I ), the cross-
polarization process manifests itself as build-up ofS spin
polarization and the echo as a disappearance of theS spin
signal. The reverse arrangementI↔S is equally feasible.
The same pulse sequence was also used to measure the
dependence of the polarization transfer fromI to S spin in
each frame by setting one of the two times,t1 or t2, to zero.

Cross-polarization echo experiments have been app
to a powder sample of 3-13C-alanine~13C enriched at the
methyl position!. All measurements were performed at am
bient temperature on a Chemagnetics CMX-400 spectr
eter equipped with a double-resonance probe assembly
the same manufacturer. The effective fields duri
Hartmann–Hahn cross polarization were matched
v I ,eff /(2p)5vS,eff /(2p)5100 kHz. Off-resonance irradia
tion was accomplished by a continuous phase modulatio
the on-resonance radio frequency.

The cross-polarization echo experiments are displaye
Fig. 3 which shows the one-dimensional13C spectra of
3-13C-alanine for different mixing timest1 andt2. The en-
velope of the peak intensities describes the time evolution
the cross-polarized magnetization. The build-up of the tra
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ferred carbon magnetization in the tilted effective frame~for
t250 ms! is shown in Fig. 3~a!. The formation of the echo
can be seen in Fig. 3~b!, where the mixing times were fixe
at t250 ms for t11t2,100 ms and att15100 ms for t1

1t2>100ms. In this experiment the echo manifests itself
a decrease of the carbon magnetization, i.e., the density
erator approaches its initial state~t15t250 ms!. The carbon
intensity reaches its minimum at the expected echo timet1

5t25100 ms. The intensity at the echo position is abo
30% of the cp build-up att15200ms @Fig. 3~a!#. It should be
zero for a complete refocusing of the echo. Possible sou
of imperfections causing an attenuation of the echo incl
chemical-shielding anisotropies and pulse imperfectio
Nevertheless, the cross-polarization echo is clearly obs
able and can be detected for echo times as large at1

'200 ms, a time regime where the carbon polarization h
already proceeded substantially toward its quasiequilibr
state.

FIG. 3. Experimental cross-polarization echo recorded for 3-13C-alanine.
The figure shows the one-dimensional13C spectra of 3-13C-alanine for dif-
ferent mixing timest11t2. The envelope of the peak intensities describ
the time evolution of the cross-polarized magnetization.~a! The build-up of
the transferred carbon magnetization is shown fort250 ms. ~b! The forma-
tion of a cross-polarization echo is shown fort15100ms. The mixing time
t1 is increased from 0 to 100ms in steps of 10ms and then kept constant a
the maximum value. The mixing timet2 is 0 ms for the first ten experiment
and then incremented from 0 to 290ms in steps of 10ms. The formation of
the echo can clearly be seen fort15t25100 ms the time at which the
carbon intensity reaches a minimum, i.e., the density operator approa
the initial state~t15t250 ms!. For long mixing times (t2) both time evo-
lutions, positive and negative, show the same behavior.
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The experimental results of this communication sh
that cross polarization in the rotating frame operates acc
ing to spin thermodynamic but is still a coherent, unita
quantum-mechanical process. An echo experiment is
scribed, in which the spin evolution occurs in two consec
tive doubly tilted rotating frames, leading to dipolar refocu
ing of the polarization transfer. The observation of a roug
exponential build-up of the transferred polarization duri
Hartmann–Hahn cross polarization does not necessarily
ply an incoherent heteronuclear relaxation process and
spin-temperature hypothesis must be applied with care.
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